Abstract. Finite elements are an effective method to solve partial differential equations. However, the high computation time and memory needs, especially for 3-dimensional finite elements, restrict the usage of sequential realizations and require efficient parallel algorithms and implementations to compute real-life problems in reasonable time. Adaptivity together with parallelism can reduce execution time significantly, however may introduce additional difficulties like hanging nodes and refinement level hierarchies. This paper presents a parallel adaptive, 3-dimensional, hexahedral finite element method on distributed memory machines. It reduces communication and encapsulates communication details like actual data exchange and communication optimizations by a modular structure.
Introduction
Finite element methods (FEM) are popular numerical solution methods to solve partial differential equations. The fundamentals are a discretization of the physical domain into a mesh of finite elements and the approximation of the unknown solution function by a set of shape functions on those elements. The numerical simulation of real-life problems with finite elements has high computation time and high memory needs. Adaptive mesh refinement has been developed to provide solutions in reasonable time. However, there is still need for parallel implementations, especially for 3-dimensional problems as considered in this paper.
The basis of an efficient parallel implementation is a sophisticated algorithmic design offering a trade-off between minimized data exchange, computation overhead due to parallel realization, and memory needs. The actual parallel implementation furthermore requires optimized communication mechanisms to achieve good performance. The main problems to address for adaptive, hexahedral FEM are irregular structured meshes and hanging nodes: An adaptively refined mesh spread out across the address spaces of several processes requires to keep information about the different refinement levels of neighboring volumes owned by different processes. Furthermore, hanging nodes caused by hexahedral finite elements require several projections during the solution process. Both characteristics lead to high communication needs with irregular behavior. The parallelization approach presented in this paper reduces the number of sent messages by a special numerical design for solving the system of equation which we adopt from [1] , [2] , and [3] and by a specific communication mechanism. The advantages of the proposed parallel realization are: (a) a reduced number of messages due to the separation of communication and computation and duplicated data storage and (b) the possibility for internal optimizations without modifying the original FEM implementation which is reached by a modular structure. An interface for using the communication mechanism is provided.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the FEM implementation. The parallel numerical and implementation approaches are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents our parallel realization in detail. Experimental results are given in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes.
Adaptive, 3-Dimensional Finite Element Method
The software package SPC-PM3AdH [4] implements the adaptive, 3-dimensional finite element method with hexahedral elements and solves 2nd order elliptic partial differential problems like the Poisson equation (1) or the Lamé system of linear elasticity (2) .
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The program uses h-version finite element analysis where refinement of the elements is done according to the estimated error per hexahedron. Finite elements with linear, quadratic, and tri-quadratic shape functions are realized. The finite element method implemented by SPC-PM3AdH is composed of 5 phases: Phase I: The first phase creates the initial mesh from an input file. A mesh consists of a hierarchy of structures. The most coarse-grained structure is the volume which represents a hexahedral finite element. Volumes are geometrically formed by 6 faces and each face is composed of 4 edges. Edges connect two vertices and a mid-node. Nodes are the most fine-grained data structure. They store information about coordinates and the solution vector. To keep track of the development of the adaptively refined mesh there is an additional hierarchy implemented for faces and edges to express the parent-child relation.
Phase II: Volumes are subdivided into 8 children according to the estimated error and geometrical conditions. Adaptive refinement may lead to different subdivision levels. The difference of those levels for neighboring volumes is restricted to one which causes additional iterative refinement. Phase III: To facilitate a parallel implementation the global stiffness matrix is subdivided and an element stiffness matrix is assigned to each volume. The element stiffness matrices are assembled for newly created volumes by the third phase of the program. Phase IV: The system of equations is solved with the preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCGM). For preconditioning a Jacobi, an Yserentant [5] , or a BPX [6] preconditioner can be selected. Phase V: In the last phase the error is estimated with a residual based error estimator [7] . If the error for a volume deviates within a predefined threshold value from the maximum error, it is labeled for refinement.
Parallelization Approach
The parallelization approach assigns finite elements to processes. Thus the corresponding data for each volume representing a finite element are distributed among the address spaces of the different processes. For the parallel realization three main problems have to be solved: the management of shared data structures, the minimization of communication needs, and the consistency of different refinement levels.
Shared Data Structures
Neighboring volumes share faces, edges, and nodes. If two neighboring volumes are situated in different address spaces, the shared data structures are duplicated and exist within the memory of each owner process, which allows fast computation with minimal communication. Vector entries for duplicated nodes exist several times (see Figure 1 ) and contain only subtotals which have to be accumulated to yield the total result. [8] presents an approach distributing the nodes exclusively over the address spaces.
Computations on duplicated data structures require the unique identification of the different duplicates. For that reason we introduce the tuple Tup(Identifier, Process). Identifier denotes a local data structure of type face, edge, or node and Process denotes the number of the process that owns the duplicate. The tuple Tup is used to implement coherence lists. Each duplicated data structure is tagged with a coherence list which contains the identification tuples of all existing duplicates of that structure.
Minimization of Communication Needs
Numerical approach: The discretization of Formulas (1) or (2) with nodal shape functions yields the linear system V u = b where the global stiffness matrix V and the global right-hand-side vector b contain problem describing data and the solution vector u has to be calculated. Each process owns only element stiffness matrices V s and element right-hand-side vectors b s of its volumes, parts of the solution vector, and parts of the main diagonal which is necessary for applying the preconditioners. As introduced in Subsection 3.1 data shared by different processes require global accumulation of partial results. To keep the communication overhead low especially during solving the system of equation we distinguish between data requiring accumulation, e. g. the main diagonal and the solution vector, and data which can be used for independent calculations performed by the distinct processes as V s and b s (see also [2] ). Our parallel preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm working mainly on unaccumulated data and therefore reducing communication is described in the following: of duplicates it stores the remote identifiers and additional values in a send buffer for later exchange. After the computations the gathered values are sent to the corresponding processes extracted from the coherence lists. This data exchange is initialized by the first call of a get function. Further calls return an identifier of a local data structure and the received values for this structure from the receive buffer in order to perform specific actions.
Consistence of Refinement Levels
Adaptivity causes irregularly structured meshes with different refinement levels for neighboring volumes. Thus hanging nodes arise for hexahedral volumes (see Figure 2 ). Hanging nodes need several projections during the solution process which requires accesses to the parent-child hierarchy of the corresponding faces and edges. If the parent and child data structures are situated in different address spaces, as illustrated in Figure 2 for parent face F, the projections either require explicit communication for loading the remote data or the duplicated storage of face and edge hierarchies. Our parallelization approach stores the face and edge hierarchies in the address space of each owner process because this reduces communication and improves performance. For this reason the explicit refinement of duplicated faces and edges within the refinement phase and the creation of coherence lists for these data structures is necessary to keep data consistent. (see Section 4, Phase II).
Parallel Implementation
This section describes the parallel realization with regard to the necessary data exchanges within the different algorithmic phases.
Phase I -Creation of the Initial Mesh. In the first phase the initial mesh is read from an input file. The distribution of data structures is done according to a computed initial partitioning. First the entire mesh exists on each cluster node in order to reduce the communication effort necessary to create the coherence lists. The functions collect dis and get dis are provided to determine the duplicated structures and their remote identifiers and owner processes.
Phase II -Iterative Mesh Refinement. The parallel execution of the iterative refinement process requires the remote subdivision of duplicated faces and edges in order to keep data structures und coherence lists consistent. For that reason the refinement process is split into 2 steps: The first step iteratively subdivides local volumes and investigates them for duplicated faces and edges. For these faces and edges the identifiers of the children and the identifiers of the connected, newly created edges and nodes are collected with the function collect ref.
The remotely subdivided faces and edges are received using the function get ref.
In the second step the local refinement of those faces and edges and the creation of coherence lists is done. To update the coherence lists at the process initiating the remote refinement the collection and exchange of identifiers is necessary again. Refinement is performed until no further subdivision of volumes is done by any process. A synchronization step ensures convergence.
Projections of hanging nodes during the solution process require to access the corresponding faces and edges. Parallel execution needs explicit communication because processes do not have information about the current refinement levels of neighboring volumes. We reduce the number of sent messages by extracting the necessary information for faces during remote refinement and by using our collect&get communication mechanism for edges.
Phase III -Assembling the Element Stiffness Matrices. The entire main diagonal and the global right-hand-side vector are re-computed after assembling the element stiffness matrices for the new volumes. For the main diagonal, containing accumulated values, the global summation of subtotals for duplicated nodes is necessary and is supported by the functions collect val and get val.
Phase IV -Solving the System of Equation. Figure 3 outlines the conjugate gradient method for solving the system of equation in parallel. There are 3 communication situations to distinguish: calculation of scalar products, accumulation of subtotals, and projections for hanging nodes.
To determine the global scalar product each process computes subtotals which have to be accumulated. Duplicated nodes do not require special consideration because computation is done on unaccumulated vectors only. To create a uniform start vector u and to provide a uniform residual vector r for the preconditioner, partial results for duplicated nodes have to be accumulated using collect val and get val. Hanging nodes require several projections. If there are modifications of values for duplicated nodes, communication can be necessary to send the results to the other owner processes. To perform this the functions collect own and get own are provided.
Phase V -Error Estimation. The parallel error estimator determines the global maximum error by investigating the set of volumes with the maximum local error. To determine the error per volume calculations for the faces of the volumes are necessary. If a face is shared between two volumes, the overall result for this face is composed of the partial results computed by the different owners. 
Experimental Results
To volumes is reached. Figure 4 compares the development of the maximum error for different initial numbers of volumes. Figure 5 and Figure 6 (left) depict speedups on SB1000 and XEON for the examples ct01 and torte4d using different initial numbers of volumes. In general speedups increase with growing number of program iterations because the communication overhead compared to the computation effort is reduced. For larger initial numbers of volumes, speedups are in most cases better than for smaller numbers. This is caused by the better computation-communication ratio and by cache effects due to the huge amount of data to process by the sequential program. If the initial number of volumes is too high and many nodes are shared between the processors, speedup decrease is possible with proceeding refinement (see example ct01 on SB1000).
On the right of Figure 6 sequential and parallel runtimes on XEON are compared for layer3. After 6 iterations runtimes increase extremely due to a rapid increase of volumes. Thus cache effects largely influence the achievable speedups (strongly superlinear). Speedups with different calculation bases (sequential, 2, 3 processors) are shown in the middle of Figure 6 .
Conclusion
We have presented a parallel implementation for adaptive, hexahedral FEM on distributed memory. The numerical algorithm and the parallel realization have been designed to reduce communication effort. The modular structure of the implementation allows internal optimizations without modifying the original algorithm. Tests for three examples deliver good speedup results.
